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Abstract
Intelligent systems subject to training try to capture the essential information about a real system
behavior, so that this behavior may be reproduced faithfully. It is therefore a problem linked
with information theory, and the new perspective is to train such systems, such as neural
networks and in general mappers depending on the tuning of parameters, by minimizing the
information content of the error distribution instead of minimizing the sum of the square of the
errors, which is current and traditional practice. Entropy-related functions introduce metrics in
space that allow a natural purging of outliers, when data is contaminated with gross errors or, on
the contrary, avoid discarding information about freak events if they are important although
extremely rare. This is not achieved with the classical Minimum Square Error criterion. The talk
will show modern advances in using concepts such as information entropy and correntropy in
problems of 3-day ahead wind power prediction, power system state estimation and missing
sensor restoration.
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